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Dear senate enquiry,
I received an awful pamphlet in the mail from the coalition for marriage on Monday September 12.
The people responsible for this rubbish which is a scare mongering over what children will be taught in schools
has NOTHING to do with allowing all Australians the right to get married.
Gay marriage should never have become the political football that it is and a plebiscite in any guise (including
this postal vote) was always going to allow the bigots a platform.
However if a postal vote is what we have and every Australian has the right to a personal opinion then why is
my personal opinion being exposed to the bigotry of others?
Why do these bigots have the right to access my private property (my letter box) foisting their bigoted opinions
onto me!
Sure freedom of speech is fine and if I want to know what the coalition for marriage have to say then I will
personally seek them out.
How dare they however push their opinions onto me through a letterbox drop!
There is even a phone number or physical address to contact them at on the pamphlet or their website. So they
can encroach upon my turf and give me their two bobs worth but I am powerless to prevent this!
My sister was 35 and gay. She took her life 4 years ago. She struggled with her sexuality and discrimination for
years. Seeing this pamphlet greatly upset me and these people distributing this pamphlet don't care about
anyone's personal circumstances only their own agenda.
Sincerely,
Samantha glasheen
I have attached the pamphlet for you to see.
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More radical
gay & lesbian
sex 'education'
programs in schools

1.

ff the law Is changed to Include gay
marriage, schools will be obliged to
teach gay and lesblan sexual activity
In the classroom.

2.

Kids will be
taught their
gender is fluid

Once gender Is removed from the
marriage law it will quickly be removed
from the classroom. Kids will be taught
their gender is fluid, something they
choose, not something they are born with.
The Gender Fairy is a book aimed at

Radical programs like "Safe Schools"
already teach kids about various forms of
sexual activity and encourages sexual
experimentation from an early age.
Once gay marriage is legalised, programs
like this will become widespread and even
compulsory as has happened overseas.

Australian kids aged four and up. It
teaches children that no one can tell them
whether they are a boy or a girl.
Boys who identify as girls will be encouraged to wear girls' uniforms and use the
girls' toilets.
In the UK, the Equalities Minister praised
easy gender transition as "building on the
progress" of gay marriage.
This agenda is already promoted by
programs like the controversial, genderbending "Safe Schools" program and will
only become more widespread once the
law is changed.

3.

Loss of
parents'
rights

g ay marriage
In other countries w h ere
has been legalised, parents have
found themselves In court after
trying to pull their kids out of radical
gay sex education classes.

In Ontario, Canada, one parent went all the
way to the Supreme Court to get
permission to remove his kids from
radical sex education classes. The
court said the school could override
his rights as a parent.
In some states the gender-bending, socalled "Safe Schools" program Is being
kept secret so the publlc won't know
where it is being taught.

Parents are already being cut out of the
picture in Australia. Parental consent or
even notification is not needed for
radical gay sex education programs like
"Safe Schools" , and South Australian
sch~ols are allowed to help a child change
their gender even if the parents object

